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Fieldtrip on silver mines in northern Vietnam, 5. – 11. November 2017 
越南北部山区银矿遗址考查，2017年11月5日到11日 

Nanny Kim, Yang Yuda, Vu Duong Luan 

金兰中、杨煜达、武堂伦 

 

金兰中，2017年12月19日稿本 

 
Purpose: Chinese records of the 18th century mention three silver mines in the Vietnamese borderlands, 
Songxing 宋興, Boxiang 波象 and Bowei 波違. Vietnamese sources of the 18th to 19th century record Tong 
Ting 送興, Phok Son 福山, Ngan Son 銀山 and ten other silver mines. During the colonial period, numerous 
sites were exploited for zinc and other metals, with early reports frequently mentioning old Chinese workings. 
The materials permit the identification of送興（or 宋興） as the modern mine Tính Túc, 銀山 at Ngân Sơn 
and 南登（or 南當）as Nandang near Dulong, now on Chinese territory. The sites of the other historical 
mines are unclear.  

Based on French records between the 1880s and the 1930s, we planned to visit some or all of the sites 
mentioned in connection with important old Chinese workings, namely Tính Túc, Ngân Sơn, Lang Hit, Chợ 
Dien, and Tràng Đà. 

We focussed on Bác Kạn province with Ngân Sơn and Chợ Đồn, for which we had a fieldwork permit, added 
Tính Túc in Cao Bằng province, and for reasons of time omitted Lang Hit (location somewhat unclear, some 
18 km of the provincial city) in Thái Nguên province and Tràng Đà in Tuyên Quang province, just north of 
the provincial city. 

 
Northern Vietnam. 
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2017.11.01. Hà Nọi 

Vu Duong Luan took me to see the old palace, which was 
abandoned after the ent of the Le Dyansty in 1802 and 
taken over by the Fench in 1884. The park grounds 
contain the secret military headquarters with an extensive 
tunnelling system in use during the Vienam War. Across 
the road from the palace grounds is an extensive 
excavation site of older palaces. With stone bases for 
wooden pillars of astonishing dimensions. The pillar 
bases are also surprisingly little raised from the ground, 
and made from a single rock.  

 

 

 

 

 
One of the inner buildings of the old palace, probably 19th cent.  

   
The secret headquarters and one of the tunnel entrances. 
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The excavation site of an early palace, the white cylinders indicating the sites of pillars. Pillar bases. 

We also walked through the old centre, past the Returning-the-Arrow Lake and visited the history museum, 
with interesting objects from the early metal age. 
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Impressions of the streets in the old centre of Ha Noi. 

In the evening, Luan took me to the village of his in-laws, now a suburb. There are still several temples in the 
village, with the ficus trees. The largest of these was an association of learning and writing [in Chinese 
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characers]. 

   

 
Impressions of semi-village life in the suburbs of Ha Noi. 

2017.11.05. (Sun) Hà Nọi to Bác Kạn 
Overcast due to taiphoon in the south. Drive Hà Nọi to Bác Kạn, 9 – 12:30. Preparation of materials in the 
afternoon. 

Went for a shortish walkabout through town with Yuda, though, everybody seems very busy and the houses 
are nice and playful. Much like Chinese towns and cities in the 1990s, but more colour and variation. 

2017.11.06. (Mon) Bác Kạn to Chợ Đồn 
This is a rather beautiful area with steep limesone cones and ranges and narrow valleys with rice paddies in 
between. Lush vegetation, as we get further in on the slopes. Not all that dense, but some quite large trees 
(probably most no older than 30 years), palms, wild banana, ficuses, and other large-leaved evergreens, 
occasionally lighter green deciduous or partly deciduous trees. And lots of creepers, in parts the entire forest 
disappears under them. 

9 am went to meet the officials of the provincial Culture Office. They were a bit at a loss at our interest in 
premodern mines. Turned out that the site in the county of Chợ Đồn was military territory. Anyways, we drove 
off somewhere, passed the small town of Chợ Đồn, eventually on a very small but still asphalted road past 
abandoned mining facilities (factory halls and such) and into a village. A friendly butcher confirmed that there 
was a site not far away that "the Chinese" had exploited. There were slags on the street, which looked mixed 
and crumbly, much like zinc smelting slags. 

We had lunch in a small wooden house and tea with some truck drivers. One of whom was wearing a heavy 
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silver chain, was from the area, and quite specific about slag dumps some way up the mountain. 

Eventually we drove up, without great enthusiasm, some 8 km. The track kept climbing, had never imagined 
that these karst cones could go on and on, eventually to around 900 m, with the top cones still about 50 m 
higher. There was an operating mine, further up some dorms or such, then reached the ridge with karst cones. 
And evident traces of recently dug-up areas in the basins between the cones. We started heading out, Yuda to 
the nearest, me and Duong Luan to two to the set of the driving track. Turned out to be 3 pans, with slags and 
poor vegetation used for grazing cattle and buffaloes and therefore quite accessible. Slags and debris, much 
dug up in the larges basin that was a bit off the track and not directly visible, the two most reachable one least 
dug up, the northern one especially disturbed, hard to make out. Yuda found a similar situation in his area to 
the east of the track, which is even more dug up and sits right on the steep slope where mines are being 
operated.  

Area 1 (Bán Thi 1 in the map), the pan at the western end of the area, is the largest. Remaining slags are 
relatively uniform greyish, the area has been dug up recently to the clay layer. Took a sample of charcoal from 
this layer. Area Ban Thi 2, the next to the east just below the tallest cone is simila, but the evident smelting 
area is smaller and slags become reddish (zinc smelting?) towards the driving track. Ban Thi 3 is very difficult 
to tell, due to deep holes recently excavated in several parts. A thin layer of undefined slags visible on the rim 
of the larger holes, a recently operated mine or trial excavation, fenced-off grazing ground in the higher part 
of the basin, reddish remains in the lower towards the track, presumably furnace remains. 

Ban Thi 4 is very steep, descending to the lower end of the operated mines. Top layers existing covered in 
slags, some 20 to 30 cm thickness of a visible undisturbed layer near the top. Disturbed debris mostly reddish. 

Ban Thi 5 is a small area above and behind the first house of the recent village, possibly extends under the 
grazing ground. Reddish. 

A tiny village of 4 to 5 families is just to the north of this area. A woman coming home with he buffaloes said 
they had move up recently, but she had heard about a French furnace up on the cone over there. Directions 
were too vague and the afternoon was getting on.  

We drove down and out of the valley to another site where people in the larger village had mentioned slags. 
Found the site but could not establish the extent of the still visible slag dump under recently built houses and 
tiny vegetable gardens on the banks of a small stream. According to locals most of the slags had been dug up 
and sold. The administrative village is called Bán Thi. 

Headed back to Chợ Đồn (about 20 km on a decent but of course windy road) and found the only hotes that 
boasts a car port and therefore calls itself motel. 
Rooms quite nice. Upon coming back from dinner, Duong Luan asked the hotel owner whether he knew 
anything about mines in the vicinity of the town. He turned out to be from the mining area Bán Thi and had 
been some 30 years ago. He was definite that Bàn Thi is the largest old mining area, according to him exploited 
by the French. He specified that large French mines were further on along the ridge where we hadnt't gone, 
with a cablecar to transport the ore down into the valley. 

Also that there were old French mines in the mountains south of the stream. 

Nothing much in the immediate vicinity of Chợ Đồn. Decided to give Bán Thi another day. 
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The area of Cho Don 

    
Ban Thi village and Luan in converstaion with our driver and the village butcher. 
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The village restaurant: A house with movable walls. And view onto the village street. 

 
First impression of the slag areas between karst cones at about 750 m on the mountain north of Ban Thi. Slags are partly explosed 
in the ground used for grazing. 
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View across slag dump Ban Thi 2 towards the edge where the operating mine is located and the slope has been massively disturbed 
by recent exploitation. 

     
Presumably historic lead smelting slags.                Uncertain remains in area Ban Thi 4 (the recently worked slope): debris containing 
fierd clay, presumably part of a furnace wall and uncertain large pieces of slag or ore. 
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View over the recent village, with a pond and some who like it wet. The slag area Ban Thi 5 is to the left near the houses. 

   
The southern slope that has been disturbed by recent exploitation (probably by earlier modern mining as well). 
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The flat mountain north of Ban Thi village. 

   
The lower end of Ban Thi village: the stream and Yuda at the slag layer. 
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The slag dump below Ban Thi village (Ban Thi 11). 

 

2017.11.07. (Tue) Bán Thi 
Drove north towards Ba Be, smaller road in pretty valley, relatively wide with the bottom covered in rice 
paddies. Turnoff SW into dirt track at Bó Phia. After what seemed a long time on this dirt track gradually 
climbing upwards between karst cones reached a watershed and turned down a short steep descent into the 
valley heading for Bán Thi. At the end of the concrete descent Yuda stopped the car to look at what seemed 
to be slags. He was right, slags to both sides of the tracks and long the edge of the first field planted in maize 
to the small stream. Some astonishing large chunks, some 50 cm across. Slags continued for about 150 to 200 
m along the track, petered out after another ca 300 m. None in the stream bed a little way further down.  

Found a small erosion gully washed clean some 7 m high, with a clear layer of slags and large chunks washed 
down from above.  

Dense young forest on the very steep slope (70% at least). Looked for a way up, decisded to go back to the 
watershed but checked the lower end first. Met two guys tending to something in the fields just below the 
lower end.  

They said that they could take us up by motorbike. Duong Luan and me went, they took us back along the 
track to the first tiny village beyond the watershed (under 1 km) and showed us a different slag dump right 
behind their house. Walked up along a well worn track for some 1.5 km, dense and thick slags covering the 
lower, less steep slope, but also some visible occasionally on the path through the forest further up. Got to 
above the cones and the other site, but no view or impression of the slope below or along. 

Back to the car drove on to Bán Thi, which was not much further on. Didn’t stop but returned to Chợ Đồn for 
lunch and drove right back to Bó Phia to get to another site further up. The turn-off northwards was only a 
short way into the dirt track an not negotiable by car. Decided to go back to Bó Phia to see whether we could 
find people who would take us up by motorbike. The first house was a timber workshop. Three young guys 
quickly made themselves available. Tunred out that they had worked or tried to exploit the old mining sites 
and knew precisely where they were. Showed uns three sites. The first in an open spot along the track, extent 
unclear but probably small. The second on a small saddle between cones in the forest. Thick layer, extent 
unclear. The third said to be another 3 km up on a track not passable by bike. Duong Luan, myself and two 
guys walked up, brisk walk under half an hour through the forest, largely heading straight up the valley SW 
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on the northern slope. A track suitable for 
motorcyles was under construction, built by 
breaking up limestone by firesetting, earth 
on top, with concrete on the steepest sections.  

The reason for this effort became clear when 
we reached a basin between cones that is 
almost flat, vegetation more open, and 
covered in slags. Extent about 100-150 m 
across, probably 100 m length downhill. 
Ends in a small gully. At the lower end is a 
mining shaft that has been recently worked 
for oxidised lead. Widened into old mine. 
They knew of more old shafts in the vicinity. 
Had abandoned this working because of the 
low price of the ore, but were working 
sulphur nearby. 

Got down to join Yuda who had come down before a good hour after we had parted. 

Drove back to Bac Kan, met the official of the culture office, who had prepared the introduction to the culture 
office of Ngân Sơn and drove straight on to Ngân Sơn. Got to Ngân Sơn about 8:30 pm.  

 
Early morning at Cho Don. 

  
 
 
 
 
Strangely large slag lumps: iron or lead smelting? Yuda and Luan upon coming across Ban Thi 6. 
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Descent into the valley of Ban Thi and upper end of slag dump Ban Thi 6. 
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Slag layer in the soil next to the track.    (Left photo by Yuda) 
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And the reason why we could not establish where the slags in Ban Thi 6 eroded from.   (Photo by Yuda) 

 
View down the slope of Ban Thi 7 over the upper end of the small village. 
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View up the slope covered in slags. 
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View not quite through the forest onto the mountain shoulders above the Ban Thi valley and Ban Thi 6. And remains of furnaces 
and slags at the upper end of the dump Ban Thi 7. 

 
Thick slag layer at the lower end of Ban Thi 7, at a buildinsg site next to the driving track.. 

       
The young men of Bó Phia who took up up into the forested mountain at the slag dump Ban Thi 9. 
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The forest. 
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At their lead mine, which descends into old workings. And large slag lumps (recent?) in the bamboo forest floor. 

 

The opening of slag dump Ban Thi 10. And alags of Ban Thi 10 (presumably historic lead smelting slags). 
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The forest.  
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The sites Ban Thi 6 – Ban Thi 10. 
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2017.11.08. (Wed)   Ngân Sơn 
This region is higher up, the karst mountains up to 900 m, mostly recently re-afforested in pine. The trees 
grow quite quickly, approaching 20 m in height and over 30 cm in diameter in 15-20 years. Also some large-
leaved broadleaves and some subtropical fir, which looks rather aggressive, with long spikes all around the 
branches. 

Appearance altogether less tropical than in Chơ Ðôn. The forest down there mixed with tall bamboo (easily 
15 m and the tallest approaching 20) and full of creepers often has a slightly eerie appearance, with shapes 
that appear to be nodding, pointing or brooding. Would be scary in the dark. 

 
Ngan Son town and surroundings, with Duc Van and Coc Lung. 

The visit here was with the support of the district culture office; an official who took us to the next village 
Đực Vân and handed us over to locals, who in turn organized three men on their motorbikes. We went for 2 
expeditions, with Nuong Vân Mac, in his 50s, as our main guide. He had been involved in mining and knew 
the sites in the area. 

The centre of the area of Duc Van administrative is a lake formed by a dam at its northern end. 

Mr Nuong first took us to the nearest site that they reckon is also the largest (Duc Van 1). Slags in about 5 
rice paddies on a saddle above the Ngan Son basin and extending up the slope across a field and into a grazing 
area. Numerous mining shafts, often as close a 3-4 m from each other in a young pine forest, stretch on a slope 
that becomes very steep and forms a valley that descends towards Đực Vân. Saw over 10 shafts, our guides 
had not counted them. 
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View from the village government northwest across the lake and to the ridges with the smelting sites. Duc Van 1 is to the lift of the 
lake, the other sites are on the bluish ridge beyond the wooded ridge, slightly to the right of the highest point. 

 
Duong Luan, Yuda the culture office official of Ngan Son and a coleague of Duc Van. 
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The site of Duc Van 1. The road in the foreground leads to Ngan Son to the left and to Duc Van to the right. 

 
View down the slope across the slag area of Duc Van 1. The descent from the end of the fields is right above Ngan Son town. 
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View up the slag dump Duc Van 1. 
 

 
Looking for mining shafts in the pine forest, with two shafts in the foreground and the two informants standing at two others. Duc 
Van 1. 
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A vertical shaft at Duc Van 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below: View to the pine forest with the mining shafts from the 
edge of the fields at Duc Van 1. 
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View ENE down, roughly in the direction of Duc Van village. 

In the afternoon. Our guides took ut to three more sites in the recently reforested mountains to the west of the 
lake, in fact 7 to 8 km from the central village. (Which is a longuish ride, especially for Yang Yuda who has 
to keep balance and hold onto his crutches). 

The first site (Duc Van 2) was on the main western ridge near the highest cones. Extends over about 100 m 
across. According to our guides, the slags had been dug up recently and resmelted for gold [the latter appears 
unlikely, but the area clearly had been dug up]. They also showed us 4 mining shafts the southeastern corner 
of the area, which has been surrounded with a deep ditch to keep cattle out while re-afforestation is started. 

Then went to to nearby site in the first valley btween the main ridge and the mountain to the SE that has a 
cleavage and is about the same height (around 900 m). Grazing land and some maize; a small grotto at the top 
end of the fields in a small limestone cliff, and very recent mining of oxidized iron, with remains of a furnace. 
Ore similar to ores that they had shown us from or near the old workings at the southeastern corner of Duc 
Van 2. They stated that there were old working here as well and slags somewhere in the nearby forest. Walking 
down the track we noticed a small grave with a partially legible inscription. Our guides said there were Yao 
graves in the area, with Chinese inscriptions. 

The next site was along the way back but heading south into the forest, location on a forested slope facing SE 
above two small ponds. Slags well visible in the forest floor, extent and thickness of layer unclear. (Duc Van 
4) 

The took us back to Đực Vân village by circling the lake to the south and hitting the road under the site we 
had visited in the morning. 

The pine forests are recent, planted only about 20 years ago. Our guides said that the mountains used to be 
bare before, due to the custom of burnig them off. 

They stated that altogether some 10 slag dumps existed in their village area. 

Got back to Ngân Sơn at 5 pm. 
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The sites in the ridges in the western part of Duc Van. 

 

The slag dump and mining site Duc Van 2. The area is surrounded by deep ditches to keep out the deer and replanted in trees. 
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Duc Van 2: Piece of a furnace wall (?) in the area where most slags have been removed, and one of some 5 still visible mining 
shafts. 

 

View northwards down from near Duc Van 2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A grave with remains of a gravestone near Duc Van 3. 
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Part of the area of Duc Van 3. 
 

The forested slope at Duc Van 4 and slags on the forest floor. 
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Left: The pond at the 
bottom end of Duc Van 4. 
 

Below: Stop above Duc 
Van 4 and return to the 
village. 
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2017.11.09. (Tue) Ngân Sơn to Thính Túc 
Rain. 

After breakfast, Duong Luan and me went into town to look at the extent of the slags and to interview more 
people. Our hotel owner was very specific about the slag dump under and around his house. He indicated a 
depth of around 1 m for his house, which had been built fairly recently, presumably less than 10 years ago. 
He pointed out the area as reaching into the fields behind an to the houses along the main road, specifying that 
the dump got to several m deep under a recently built larger building on that road. 

Duong Luan had heard that another slag dump was near the vegetable market. This appears to be the old part 
of the town, to the south of the stream und right under the „horse ears“ mountain, two karst cones. Walked 
down a narrow street, layout old but no older buildings, at the last house Duong Luan asked an elderly man 
about the slag dump. Di Phù Sáng, 63 years-old, almost immediately agreed to take us and came back with 
his gumboots on. We followed him down a small path to the stream, crossed some overflooded stepping stones 
and reached the dump where the ground gets slightly higher again. The major part of the dump had been dug 
up and sold. The lower end would have had a thickness of about 5 m. Overall width reaching into the next 
field and bushes towards the stream 150-200 m, length from the visible upper end to the bush area above the 
first fields along the stream about 70-100 m. Mr. Di had seen objects in the shape of shatiao, reckoned they 
were cores left by geological investigatiors. 

We parted at the stepping stones but quickly realized that we had forgotten to specify whether he had seen any 
shatiao-shaped objects made from clay.  

So we went back to his house and found Di and his wife together with Mr Hứa A Lầm, 79 years-old, and his 
wife, Mr. Hứa’s son or a neighbour about 50. Duong Luan chatted with them for quite a while and they quickly 
warmed up to the topic. This part of town is mainly Chinese, Mr. Di’s ancestors had come 6 generations ago, 
those of Mr. Hứa three generations ago, Nong from Guangxi, probably in the 1920s, when his grandfather was 
a young man. They speak some Chinese but most of the conversation was in Vietnamese.  

Mr. Di was clear that the objects that he had seen were in fact rock and drill cores. They had not seen 
ceramic/burnt clay objects. 

They told us that an even larger slag dumps is some 3 km away. Eventually came up with numerous locations 
of slag dumps. 

Duong-Luan recorded the following sites: 
1. The area of Toi Men (对门) [Ngan Son 2], behind the old market, approximately 15.000 m2  
2. The area of Nà Đeng – Đồng Cân, in Vân Tùng commune, 3 km from Ngân Sơn town. That 

area is also called “Núi Bạc” (“silver mountain”), not visited. 
3. The area of Cốc Lùng, in Vân Tùng commune, near Ngân Sơn town [Coc Lung] 
4. The area of Lũng Viềng (Cốc Đán commune) - Nà Pán (Trung Hòa commune), Ngân Sơn 

district, around 10 km from Ngân Sơn town. This place was said that it is the biggest slag 
dump [not visited] 

5. The area of Núi Tai Ngựa in Vân Tùng commune, near Ngân Sơn town. This place was 
exploited during the French colonial era and remained the main exploited mine (矿洞), the 
gallery being large enough for a big car to enter [not visited]. 

Being asked about the slag dumps of Đực Vân, they were vaguely aware of these sites but stated that they 
were small compared to the ones they had enumerated. 

They did not know which ores had been exploited, but differentiated between Chinese and French mines. 

We returned to the hotel, exchanged the information, and decided to drive on to Tính Túc in the hope of better 
weather there.  
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Cốc Lùng appears to be the area of the largest slag dumps but is not reachable by car. Walking in some 3 km 
appeared to difficult on the clayey and very slippery ground. 

   
The tea corner in the entrance of our hotel at Ngan Son and the courtyard 4 stories below with slags in the flower beds. 

 
The flushed stepping stones in the stream of Ngan Son. 
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Duong Luan and Mr. Di on the dug-up slag dump Ngan Son 2. 

 

The side street behind the market formerly leading to 2 temples and a relative in the entrance of Mr. Di’s house. 
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The piece of ore that Mr. Di showed us in his house, origin 
unclear. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Below: The two slag dumps near Ngan Son town. 

 
We left for Tinh Tuc about 11 am. Pine forests ended soon after leaving Ngân Sơn District. 

We reached Tính Túc about 3 pm but decided to stay at the hotel 6 km south. Asked around a bit when we 
went back into the small town for dinner, without finding out anything. The town mainly stretches out along 
the main road, much of it consisting of accomodation for mine workers. The mine has almost ceased operations 
lately, leaving the economy accordingly depressed. 

Continuing light rain and mist with visibility around 50 m. 
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2017.11.10. (Fri): Tinh Tuc/Thông Thinh, around Pia Ouác 
Still rain and mist. 

Drove in early to Bình Ðuờng, the village that Duong 
Luan had identified as the new name of Thông Thinh. 
Passed through Tính Túc again, then along the 
northern rim of the open pit mine, climbing up before 
heading south on a drivign track that had lost most of 
its concrete seal. 

 
Duong Luan at a village shop in Binh Duong. 

 
Started asking as we got into scattered houses in the 
valley between the slopes of Pia Oác and a narrow 
limestone rige and were soon directed further along. 
Lý Pao Phúc (ca 30 years old) acted as our guide. He 
got his motorbike and led us along the driving track 
up the lower foothills of the Pia Oác massif. Re-
afforested in pine. Stopped at a bamboo logging 
station and told us it was 1 km walk from here. Still 
drizzle and mist. The upper end of the track was rather 
slippery, so Yuda and Duong Luan stayed behind. The 
track descended in the forst for about 300 m, hugging 
the slope, then entered a cultivated side valley, houses 
dispersed. We descended for about 1 km, a clot of 
houses, then entering the widest part of the basin, 
crossing a small brook and just before reaching 

another small brook coming upon a large pile of slags.  

Slags in the track all the way from the lower edge of the forest, but possibly used for improving the surface. 
Lý actually speaks a little Chinese. He pointed out that there were some slags (or had been) just below the 
village, and that the main area was the bottom of the basin and the northern slopes. He also indicated that the 
mines were on that slope, while none were on the southern slope. The position on the slope remained unclear 
due to the mist.  

Much of the slags had been dug up and sold. Next to the dump was a small facility presumably for loading 
smeall tractors or mini trucks, now abandoned. Information unclear, but the pile was probably recently 
assembled material for loading. Looked for shatio but found none. 

As we headed back up along the same path and motorcycle track, the coulds began to rise, even briefly 
allowing the sun to almost appear as we were back up and joining the others. 

Back at the timber station, Duong Luan had collected more information about the Chinese company that had 
dug up and smelted the slags for two years. It had to stop because the permit had run out.  

All informants confirmed that this was the one major slag dump in the area. And that there used to be numerous 
workings, up to 40 m deep, presumably shafts, very densely set.  

The fellow in the timbering station, around 50 years old, had confirmed that he had seen shatiao and again 
confirmed upon seeing the specimen from Yiliang. 

They knew about a temple in the village, we had walked right past but lacking communication I hadn’t noticed. 

The local pronunciation of the village name is Thông Xinh, the old official name Thông Thinh, the new name 
Bình Ðuờng. 
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The pine forest, with trees about 20 m high and up to 50 cm trunks, has been planted about 20 years ago. 

Mr Lý set us on the small road that circles the Pia Ouác to the south. We got a brief view of the mountain near 
the jucture and near the watershed of the southern spur. As soon as we had crossed the watershed the forest 
changed back to mixed broadleaf. The eastern flank was still largely in the clouds. 

We headed onto Cao Bầg, got there past 2 pm. 

Went to visit a Guandi temple. A new structure presumably on part of the old grounds. There are 4 or 5 some 
donation stele still in existence (Duong Luan has rubbings), and two cast iron bells, of QL xx and JQ 4, the 
Jiaqing bell inscription specifies that the casters were from Foshan. 

  
The timbering station stop above the Tong Thinh valley, and my guide Mr. Ly.  
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Some inhabitants of the village, who enjoy the mist and the rain.       And large slag lumps in walls between the paddy fields. 

 

Mr. Ly on the slag heap. 
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View up the center of Tong Thinh valley. 

    
Slag layers above and below the stream under the bamboo stand in the photo above.. 
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The kindergarten of Thong Thinh.  

 
The kindergarten of Thong Thinh.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The forest below the timbering station 
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The view from the timbering station to the karst cones that border Tong Thinh valley beyond.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pia ouac (1900 m) momentarily visible, With 
Yuda, myself, and Duong Luan .  
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Karst ranges between Tinh Tuc and Cao Bang.  

   
The Guandi Temple in Cao Bang (photo by Yuda) and its ferocious guardian.  
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The historic bells and their inscriptions that identify the bellmakers of Foshan.  

    
Our hotel in Cao Bang and view across the river.  
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2017.11.11. (Sat): Ngân Sơn, return to Hà Nọi 
Left for Ngân Sơn and Hà Nọi just after 7 am. Still cloud and fog on the firest 60 km. Reached Ngân Sơn 8:20 
and stopped at the hotel on the edge of town that we had been staying at before, the clouds rising.  

Duong Luan asked the landlady and two guys who came donw the track on their motorbikes, after some 
deliberation Yuda was left behind on account of the wet ground, and the two guys took the two of us to an 
unknown destination. My driver stopped to fill his tank and to leave a message at a haircutting place in the old 
town and carreered down the main road heading south. Up on the first ridge took a turn left, continuing due 
south on a track and stopped at the first house. 

The elderly lady with a bad back, Phan Thi Huến (55 years old) agreed to show us the site and shortly 
afterwards we were trudging off behind her. She is Nong and her grandfarther still was involved in smelting. 
He had died while she was still very young, and she didn’t know what metals he worked or which were worked 
in the past.  

We headed down the mostorcycle track and kept rights at a turnoff, then turned into a walking track at the 
second bend. Headed gently up for a while and came out at pan of fields, sloping SE. These were her fields 
and she stated that there were slags throughout. Easily visible on the track, the upper edge clean limestone, 
thickness unclear. At the southern end of the pan there were some heaps, probably left from digging up slags. 
They had sold them for a while.  

Thinning out on the track above the fields. A guy coming down on his motorcycle said there were more further 
up, but we could not find any to the top of the ridge between karst cones.  

We walked back on the motorcycle track around the western base of a karst cone (where the walking track 
clings to the eastern slope), back to Mrs. Phan’s house. Met the same informat we had met on the trail because 
he had trouble with his bike, the information seemed to be that the next slag dump was a few km further along. 

Walked up to the main road and had ourselves picked up. 

Had another look at Ngân Sơn 1 and established that it does not extend further up the hill. 

Due to general tiredness returned straigth to Hà Nọi, getting in about 5 pm. 

2017.11.12. (Sun) Hanoi 
Dep. Nanny 23:45. Departure Yuda 14 November. 

 
Coc Lung south of Ngan Son.  
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Mrs. Phan’s house.          And motorcycle road descending from her house towards the main village. 

 
The slag dump south of Coc Lung under Mrs. Phan’s fields.  
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Mrs. Phan’s patiently waiting for us to have an extended look around slags and a small rosacea flwoer. 

 
View across Coc Lung.  
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The horse-ear cones of Ngan Son. The slag dump Ngan Son 2 begins on the bank of the stream to the right.  

 
View down the slag dump Ngan Son 2.  
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View from the Ngan Son hotel across the upper end of the slag dump Ngan Son 1.  

 
View down the slag dump Ngan Son 2.  
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